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THE BUNKER’S GDPR TOOLKIT
WHAT IS THE GDPR?
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation
(EU) 2016/679) is a new regulation by which the European
Commission intends to strengthen and unify data protection
for individuals within the European Union (EU). It will replace
the 1995 Data Protection Directive on 25 May 2018.

Designed to harmonise rules across the EU’s 28 member
countries, this new regulation makes privacy and data
protection integral to technological development and
organisational processes. Described as the biggest shake-up
to privacy regulation for 20 years, GDPR introduces new and
wide-reaching legal obligations relating to how businesses
collect, store and share personal information.

THE CHALLENGES
OF GDPR

INTELLIGENCE THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY

This incoming regulation poses several challenges for
businesses. Aside from the 72-hour mandate to disclose a
breach, the threat of huge fines, the appointment of a data
protection officer and ensuring they and their supply chain
uphold diligent data management standards, businesses may
also have to revise processes around accessibility, retention
and deletion of personal data so they are compliant under
these stricter data protection rules.

The Bunker’s new GDPR Digital Toolkit is specifically
designed to help SMEs get GDPR ready, delivering superior
intelligence that is impossible to achieve without technology.
This comprehensive suite of tools addresses the digital
challenges of GDPR, enabling businesses to swiftly, securely
and cost effectively manage the rigours that GDPR will place
upon them, from both a technical and process perspective.

THE COUNTDOWN TO
GDPR HAS BEGUN
Here at The Bunker, we understand that the looming GDPR
regulations can seem daunting and potentially costly for
many SMEs. With the challenges of internal skills, knowledge,
understanding and resource, identifying and managing the
vast volumes of personal data coupled with the threat of
hefty fines, means non-compliancy could be catastrophic
for some businesses.
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OUR GDPR TOOLKIT DELIVERS:
ENHANCED DATA ACCESSIBILITY
AND MANAGEMENT

IMPROVED DATA PROTECTION

COMPREHENSIVE CONTROL AND
MANAGEMENT REPORTS

ROBUST SECURITY AWARENESS TRAINING

INTRODUCING THE BUNKER’S GDPR DIGITAL TOOLKIT
DISCOVERY:

PROTECT:

Most organisations will find the task of locating
where Personal Information (PI) is stored across
their business a major challenge. In line with the new
regulation, the location of PI is the first and most
challenging step for all. Our new data discovery tool is
an on demand service which not only locates all data,
but also enables you to build new rules around PI, so
you can manage exactly who has access to it for full
data control.

Our data protection service controls data access,
applying encryption, data firewalling and data loss
prevention tools that protect PI from being accessed,
viewed or exfiltrated by unauthorised users, with
alerts if any unauthorised activity takes place.
Encryption technologies that render PI useless in
encrypted format if it is removed from the business
accidentally or maliciously.

REPORT:

AWARENESS:

The stratospheric fines for non-compliance are a
door closing threat for many CEOs. Our compliance
reporting service covers IT infrastructure, networks,
storage, operating systems and applications to deliver
a concise, easy to understand, clear status of the
business to the board. With automated scanning,
reporting and remediation, organisations can ensure
known vulnerabilities are always patched, data
breaches are controlled and the business remains
secure and compliant.

Unfortunately, when it comes to information security,
people are inevitably the weakest link. Many SMEs
undertake some sort of security training, but the
GDPR demands a more robust approach to security
awareness. Our digital security awareness training
is a cloud based subscription service to help you
define a new culture of information security. This
interactive ongoing programme includes fake phishing
emails and other security tests, with comprehensive
reporting to allow organisations to develop their
awareness programmes and demonstrate an improved
security posture.

WHY THE BUNKER?
The GDPR will change the data management culture for
businesses. With less than 12 months to get GDPR ready,
every organisation, large and small, needs to become compliant.
And The Bunker is well prepared. The Bunker has over a decade
of experience in deploying compliant, secure systems.
Over the years, we have built the necessary methodologies
that help meet the most rigorous of standards and compliance

regulations. Our continual assurance approach ensures our
customers remain fully compliant, mitigate risk and remain ultra
secure, with our transparent, auditable and diligent IT processes
to guarantee data protection requirements are met. Along with
our own experienced, in-house Data Protection Officer, we can
work with you to help prepare for these changes and take
the necessary steps towards ensuring full GDPR compliance.

GET GDPR READY NOW
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